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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
Link Prediction with Deep Learning Models
By
Ahmet Salih Aksakal
Master of Science in Computer Engineering
University of California, Irvine, 2019
Associate Professor Mohammad Al Faruque, Chair

Deep Learning has been used extensively in many applications by researchers. With the
increased attraction to Deep Learning, more and more unique models are created each year.
However, sometimes some of the model details are not included in the publications. This
makes using new Deep Learning models for research a time-consuming task for researchers.
In order to tackle with this problem, we propose a prediction mechanism for the missing information in the model. By creating a dataset where the Deep Learning models are
represented as knowledge graphs, we made it possible to use knowledge graph embedding
algorithms which are specifically designed for eliminating missing information in a given
data. We inspected 6 different algorithms and compared their performances on a small-scale
experiment. After the comparison, we picked the most promising algorithm and used it for
link prediction in Deep Learning models.

viii

Chapter 1
Introduction

Deep Learning has been the center of attention for many of the research areas as a tool to solve
complex problems. Some examples are image classification[36, 73] and pedestrian detection[9,
67] in computer vision area, smart manufacturing[37, 83] and system security[87, 29, 30] in
cyber-physical systems, portfolio analysis[31, 40, 39] in finance, weather forecasting[43, 41,
70] in meteorology, and particle identification[13, 21, 51] in physics. As the number of people
that use Deep Learning in their research increases, the number of unique Deep Learning
models increases as well. The increased number of models brings some challenges for the
researchers.
One such challenge the researchers encounter is to find a study with a specific Deep Learning
model. Text-based search methods such as Google Scholar or Web of Science do not take the
type of Deep Learning model used in the studies into consideration when searching. If the
model has a unique name, and the published paper includes that as a key-word, only then
they can find the requested studies. To find other results, researchers read the publications
one by one and understand the type of model used in the study. Hence, it becomes a
time-consuming task.

1

Yet another challenge arises for researchers when they want to use a Deep Learning model
in their studies for a different application. This requires replication of the model. The first
method for achieving this is to read the description of the model to understand the details
and replicate it. However, the authors might not include the details of the model in the
document. The second method is to find the codes written by the original authors for that
model and tune it for a specific purpose. However, in some cases, the codes cannot be used
directly because of a missing file or buggy code. Thus, to use the model correctly, the missing
information in the model must be eliminated.
Overcoming these problems need the semantic analysis of the Deep Learning models. In
other words, we must analyze the structure of the model and get the contextual information.
This way, it becomes possible to compare different Deep Learning models or fill in the missing
information in a given model based on its semantics. This analysis of the Deep Learning
models has its challenges. They are listed below:

1) Representation of Models: Knowledge Graphs
To make a semantic analysis of Deep Learning models, we must analyze the components
of the model; since without analyzing the architecture, it would not be possible to make
a comparison or predict the missing information. The components of the Deep Learning
models are layers, loss functions, and optimizers. The interactions of these components
describe the Deep Learning model. Thus, to represent the models we need to capture the
information about these components and store them in a concrete data structure.
In this manner, we keep the data without any missing information and the entire model is
represented in a single format. In our previous studies[23, 81], we used knowledge graphs to
represent engineering artifacts and did various learning tasks with them such as classification,
inference and clustering. The results were promising and knowledge graph representation
was proved to be powerful. In knowledge graphs, entities are connected to other entities
in different ways. We can represent model components as entities and connect them in the
2

graph with different relations. For this reason, we picked knowledge graphs to represent the
Deep Learning models. A more detailed background information for knowledge graphs can
be found in Section 2.1.1.
2) Analysis Method: Machine Learning
To compare different models or predict the missing information the characteristics of the
model must be extracted. This can be done with a rule-based approach or machine learning
approach. In the rule-based method, a set of rules are defined to categorize the properties of
the models. Then, they are compared to each other. In this manner, it is possible to make a
prediction and comparison. For example, [90, 28, 58] used rule-based methods to make the
inference task possible.
The machine learning method uses data to learn the rules that define the system. By
analyzing many different samples, it captures the characteristics and adapts the parameters
of the algorithm according to the information it gets from the data. Machine learning is
measured to be more successful than the rule-based method in prediction and classification
tasks[32]. Also in our case, defining rules for similarities of the entities is a difficult task, since
there is no concrete definition of the similarity. For these reasons, we picked the machine
learning approach for the semantic analysis of Deep Learning models. This brought another
challenge: dataset.
3) Dataset: dL50a
We need graph representations of different Deep Learning models for the dataset we will use
with our Machine Learning algorithms. To get these representations, we picked 50 different
architectures based on the type of the Deep Learning model they use such as CNN, RNN,
etc. We picked them in a way that the dataset includes at least one sample from each of the
model types.
To convert them to knowledge graphs we inspected the codes written for 50 different models.
We converted the codes to knowledge graph representations of the models. This high-level
3

representation of Deep Learning models eliminate the dependencies on coding languages and
frameworks. We prepared the dataset manually to ensure the integrity and accuracy of the
data. The details of this process are shown in Chapter 3, Section 3.2. The name of our
dataset is dL50a, standing for ”Deep Learning 50 Architectures”.
4) Algorithm Selection: Knowledge Graph Embedding
Since we decided on using the Machine Learning approach, we need an algorithm capable of
learning the architecture of a given model, then make predictions for the missing information
if there is any. Link prediction for knowledge bases fits to this definition. It is the process
of learning the characteristics of an entity in a graph and making connections that do not
originally exist in the graph[78]. As an example, the link prediction task in a sample social
network[56] is visualized in Figure 1.1. In the figure, we see the connections of different
users in a social network. If two people are friends, they are connected with a solid black
edge. The task is to predict the possible connections between people that are not currently
connected, showed with red, dashed line. The same principle is applied to Deep Learning
models in our case. For example, if we know a layer exists in the model but do not know
where it is connected, we aim to predict its connection and other characteristics with link
prediction.

Figure 1.1: Link Prediction for Social Networks
4

There are various studies researching on the link prediction task with knowledge graphs[84].
The algorithms that make this possible are called Knowledge Graph Embedding algorithms.
They encode the vast information of an entity to a multi-dimensional vector. In this manner,
they embed the entities and relations to continuous vector space. This becomes useful when
measuring the distances of any two entities. After the embedding, computing the distance is
as simple as calculating the L1 distance between them, as is done in [18]. Knowledge graph
embedding algorithms use these distance values to predict any missing link between entities.
If two entities are embedded closer, the possibility of a link between them increases. This
is the main idea of link prediction with embedding. Detailed background information about
knowledge graph embedding algorithms can be found in the next chapter in Section 2.1.2.

Proposed Method
Our aim in this study is to eliminate the missing information in a given Deep Learning architecture through analysis of existing Deep Learning models. By using a Machine Learning
approach, we aim to find the most probable candidates for the missing information. For this
purpose, we proposed a three step process. The overall pipeline is visualized in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Pipeline of the Proposed Method

5

In the first step, we created a dataset with 50 different Deep Learning architectures. Each
model is represented as a knowledge graph and combined together. The details of the first
step are given in Chapter 3. In the second step, we picked 6 different knowledge graph
embedding algorithms: TransE[18], TransR[57], KG2E[38], RotatE[76], SME(bilienar)[17]
and RESCAL[64]. We used the algorithms with the dataset created in the first step and
compared their performances in link prediction. The experimental procedure and its results
are shown in Chapter 4. Finally in the third step, we selected the most promising algorithm
in step 2. This algorithm is then trained and used for predicting the components of the
models. The process is shown in Chapter 5.

6

Chapter 2
Background and Related Work

2.1
2.1.1

Background
Knowledge Graphs

We used knowledge graph as the data structure when representing the Deep Learning models
in our dataset. Knowledge graph(KG) is a structure for keeping the relational information
of different entities in the system. An entity is a component of the model such as layer, loss,
activation etc. Each entity is defined through a set of relations with other entities.
The building block of the KG is a triple. Triples have a head, a relation and a tail. The head
and the tail are the entities and the relation is the relationship they have. As an example,
<Ankara, is capital of, Turkey> is a triple. In this triple, the information of Ankara being
the capital of Turkey is stored.
A collection of triples form a KG. Different KGs can be formed to represent different knowledge. For example, there can be a KG to represent each city in a country to store the
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information about their population, size, and other characteristics. Another example is a
KG describing the components of a mechanical system. Since the data is kept as relations of
different components, KGs can be used to define basically anything. In our work, we defined
different Deep Learning models using KGs.

2.1.2

Knowledge Graph Embedding

KG Embedding task is defined as embedding the entities and the relations into a continuous
vector space[57, 18, 86]. In this manner, each entity and each relation have a location in this
multidimensional space. When doing the comparison of different entities, the embeddings
are then used to calculate the distances of the entities for a quantitative analysis. In our
study, we used KG embeddings to complete the missing information in a given Deep Learning
model. This is done through comparing different values of embeddings in place of the missing
information and predict the most probable candidate. This task is called Link Prediction[78].
There are various KG embedding algorithms for link prediction and they are mainly categorized with respect to the method they use [84]. There are two different main methods for
KG embedding, translational distance and semantic matching models.
First method is the translational distance method. [18, 57, 38, 76] and many more algorithms
use this method. In this technique, a scoring function based on the distances of the entities
is used while training. The distances of the entities is calculated based on the translation of
them using the relation. Basically, the relations of the entities are taken as basis to calculate
the similarities of the entities.
The second method is the semantic matching models. It was used by [64, 17, 89, 74] and
many other algorithms. In this technique, the entities are represented as vectors and the
relations are represented as matrices. While training, they check the possibility of a given
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triple by using the vector representations and the relation matrix. If the given triple makes
sense(i.e. probable to exist or correct), the score will be higher, and if it does not, the score
will be lower. In this manner, the weights of the vectors of the entities and the matrices
of the relations will be updated. In the end, each relation and entity will have their vector
embeddings. These embeddings are used to decide if a given entity is a good fit for the
missing information or not.

2.2

Related Work

KG embedding has been widely used by the researchers for various applications. In [88], it is
used to improve the academic paper search, [65] used it for improving the recommendation
systems for sound and music, [7] used it in biological systems for different applications such
as finding candidate genes of diseases or protein-protein interactions. In [44], they used a
special form of KG in order to tackle with the software dependency problem. We used KG
embeddings for inference of the missing information in Deep Learning models.
There are various studies that tackles code inference. However, these studies do not analyze
Deep Learning models, but codes in general. They analyze the written codes for extraction
of meaningful abstractions, summaries[82], coding conventions[3], repeated patterns[4] and
algorithms[8] from the codes. [6, 5, 25, 14] worked on converting the code data structure to
meaningful graph or sequence structure. These methods use various approaches to convert
the source code to graph structures such as Abstract Syntax Trees (AST), data flow graphs,
control flow graphs, Program Dependency Graph (PDG), etc.
Our Contribution
Note that Deep Learning models, can be analyzed through their components such as Layers,
Loss, Optimizer etc. independent from their codes. With the abstraction over these compo9

nents, it is possible to make analysis without the limitations of the programming language,
framework or libraries used for coding the model. The architectural information necessary to
build a Deep Learning model is represented with these components. Their parameters and
connections are the information that defines the model itself. In our study, we exploited this
fact and aimed to make inference possible without depending on any coding style, library or
framework.

10

Chapter 3
Deep Learning Dataset: dL50a

In this section, we have examined the characteristics of the dataset dL50a in depth. During
the creation of dL50a, we used neural network layers to describe a given Deep Learning
model. Layers are connected to each other sequentially and each of them has different
characteristics. The characteristic properties of the Layers and the connection to each other
creates the Deep Learning architecture. Thus, the unique characteristics of a model comes
from the Layers. On top of the layers, a model also has unique loss and optimizer function
definitions.
In the KG we created, each of the components used to define the model is represented as
a class. We have the M odel class representing the entire model, the Layer class describing
a layer, the Activation class describing the activation function and so on. These classes
are the fundamental building blocks of our dataset. Their relations with each other and
characteristic properties are described in the following section.

11

3.1

Ontology

Before extracting the information from the deep learning models, a common vocabulary
must be defined, otherwise, for different models there will be different type of definitions.
The vocabulary contains the class types, relation types, and entity types. This vocabulary
is used as a dictionary when interpreting data; and it is called the Ontology. A well-defined
ontology results in better performance of the dataset.
While building the ontology we have used Protg[63], an ontology creation tool for knowledge
graph databases. We created 5 different main classes namely, Model, Layer, Loss, Optimizer
and Activation.

• Model
This class is used to define the deep learning model. A Model contains many different
Layers and one or more Loss and Optimizers. Each of the Model instances has a unique
name; and the components of the model have this name as prefix in their name.
• Layer
The fundamental building blocks of the architectures are the Layers. There are 21
different Layer types defined in our ontology. The types are defined as sub-classes to
the main Layer class.
Layers have sequential connection to other layers. They also might have an Activation
class attached to them, representing the activation function for that Layer.
• Loss
The class Loss is included in the Model to specify the loss function used to train the
model. There are 9 types of Losses defined in the ontology.
• Optimizer
Similar to the Loss class, Optimizer is included directly in the Model as well. The
12

purpose of this class is to show the type of the optimizer used while training the
model. There are 5 different Optimizer types defined in the ontology.

The relations of different class instances are described using relational properties. One of the
most important relational property is ”has input”, which is used to describe the sequential
connection of the layers. As an example <dense, has input, flatten> describes the connection
of the Flatten Layer to the Dense Layer. In this manner, we store the entire sequential
structure as triples in the KG.
Other crucial information such as Layer types, Activation types, Loss and Optimizer types
are described by object properties. Their function is to describe the relation of two different
classes in the model. We have total of 8 different object properties, including the ”has input”
property.
The characteristic properties of the Layers and other classes are described by data properties.
The data properties give a quantitative description of a specific property for a class. One
example of such data property is ”has shape”. It shows the number of neurons in the Layer.
We have 12 different data properties in total.

3.2

Capturing the Architectural Data

In order to capture essential architectural information from a given Deep Learning model,
we inspected the codes and documentations written for it. For each model, we followed the
step by step procedure as given below:

1. Find the Input of the Model
Finding the input of the model is crucial, since it shows where the sequential structure
starts. In addition to input point, in this step, we also obtained the input shape, which
13

shows the dimensions of the input data. This is also crucial information since all the
remaining layers are shaped based on that.
2. Extract the Layer Information
After obtaining the start point of the model, the next step is to get the information
about the layers. We captured the sequential information for each of the layers and
added it to the graph with ”has input” property. In addition to sequential structure,
we obtained the characteristic information of the layers such as type, shape, kernel
size, activation etc.
3. Loss and Optimizer Types
The next step is to acquire the loss and optimizer type. Each deep learning model is
defined with loss and optimizer functions. They are critical architectural information,
since they change how the model behaves. The information includes the types of the
loss and optimizer functions.
4. Shuffling the Data in the Dataset
After completing the first three steps for every architecture we have, we shuffled the
triples in the entire dataset. Shuffling the dataset allows for more homogeneous distribution of information, preventing problems such as information leakage and noise.

After getting the triples ready, we divided our entire data into 3 parts, training set(75% of
the triples), test set(15% of the triples) and validation set(10% of the triples).

3.3

Included Papers

We have included 50 different deep learning architectures in our dataset. With 50 different
models we aimed to include as many variations of Deep Learning applications as possible.
Some of the authors included different variations of their model in their codes, such as a
14

smaller version for debugging or another similar model for comparison. We captured and
added them to our dataset as well.
The papers we got the models from are listed in Table 3.1. The table also includes the
number of triples we have extracted and the number of unique entities in each model. In
total, there are 8021 triples describing the relations of 2705 unique entities in dL50a. The
relations are described using 20 different relational properties.
Model

Triples

Entities

Model

Triples

Entities

Adapt Seg[92]

164

51

GraphBit[27]

46

30

AGAN[59]

60

29

InfoGAN[22]

118

59

Alexnet[53]

86

45

License Plate[61]

318

86

Anomaly[75]

24

17

NeuralStyle[47]

305

86

Ave ECCV[79]

81

40

OCR[20]

117

43

BeGAN[15]

243

60

pix2pix[46]

298

88

Cabbage[77]

125

42

POSeidon[19]

212

63

CCSA[62]

83

39

Posewarp[12]

498

122

CNNSentence[49]

53

34

RCNN Obj[55]

249

75

CNN for ReID[2]

91

37

Resnet50[35]

579

153

Colorful[91]

82

32

seq2seqVAE[33]

38

26

MCNN[93]

110

46

SeveralGAN[69]

85

41

CycleGAN[94]

154

53

SeveralGAN 1[69]

59

37

Deblur GAN[54]

470

134

TCFPN ISBA[26]

147

54

DenseNet[45]

71

35

TF fashion mnist[1]

17

15

DFI[80]

130

39

TrafficSigns[71]

118

44

DisAdvNET[34]

61

30

VGG16[73]

185

61

DisAdvNET 1[34]

33

19

VGG19[73]

144

46

DisAdvNET 2[34]

110

48

Visual Redaction[66]

605

163

DiscoGAN[48]

106

50

VQA[10]

40

27

EGO[42]

27

23

WassersteinGAN[11]

132

51

Epinet[72]

321

76

WassersteinGAN 1[11]

34

19

Eve[52]

106

34

Xception[24]

425

124

Eve 1[52]

59

32

YOLOv2[68]

252

70

Eve 2[52]

114

42

Zero Shot GCN[85]

36

35

Table 3.1: 50 Architectures in dL50a, with Their Triple and Entity Counts
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Chapter 4
Knowledge Graph Embedding
Algorithms

We selected six KG embedding algorithms for link prediction on dL50a. In this chapter, we
first introduced each algorithm in Section 4.1. After that, we showed the hyper-parameter
tuning process for each of them in Section 4.2. Later, in Section 4.3, we showed our experimental results.

4.1

Background for Each Algorithm

In the following sub-sections we described each of the six algorithms briefly. We included
the main method they used and their comparisons.

16

4.1.1

TransE

TransE[18] was proposed in 2013. In TransE, relations are represented as translations in the
embedding space. This means that embedding of the tail is closer in the continuous space
to the head vector plus the relation vector. In other words, the aim of TransE embedding is
to keep h + r ≈ t.
The head and tail entities, as well as the relations are kept as a high dimensional vectors,
i.e. h, r, t ∈ Rk where k is a hyper-parameter. The learning of the algorithm is done over
these vector. In the end, the TransE learns the k-dimensional vector representations of the
entities and relations.
During the learning, a set of triples are sampled from the training set. Using these samples,
a set of corrupt triples are created. Corrupt in this case means that either the head or the
tail of a triple is replaced with a random entity and that the triple no longer makes any sense
for the data. These corrupt triples are used in the scoring function to decide the possibility
of a triple.
The scoring function of TransE is given in 4.1, below. γ is the margin for the score function
and is a hyper-parameter. The distance function, d, can either be L1 or L2 distance. The
parameters of the embeddings will be updated according to the gradient of this equation.

L=

X

X

(h,r,t)∈S

0
(h0 ,r,t0 )∈S(h,r,t)

0

[γ + d(h + r, t) − d(h0 + r, t )]+

(4.1)

The main advantage of TransE is its simplicity. Since there are not many parameters to
update and the scoring function is relatively simpler than of the other algorithms, TransE
has a faster convergence time. For this reason, it can be used with the large datasets.
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4.1.2

TransR

Similar to TransE, TransR[57] also uses a translation based method and was proposed in
2015. In TransE, we saw that the entities and relations are embedded in the same space
Rk . However, relations and entities have completely different characteristics, which TransE
misses.
TransR proposes two different spaces for the elements, entity space and relation space. Before
doing the translation, TransR first projects the entities h and t from the entity space to
relation space, hr and tr , using the operation Mr . Then the translation operation takes
place exactly the same as TransE, hr + r ≈ tr .
The training process of TransR is exactly the same as TransE. First a set of triples are
sampled from the training set and used to create a set of corrupt triples. Both of the sets
are then fed into the scoring function as a batch. The score is calculated and the parameters
of the embeddings are updated with respect to the gradient of the score. The part TransR
differs from TransE is the scoring function which is given below in Equation 4.2.

L=

X

X

(h,r,t)∈S

0
(h0 ,r,t0 )∈S(h,r,t)

max(0, fr (h, t) + γ − fr (h0 , t0 ))+

(4.2)

where max function ensures the score is always positive. fr function is given as
fr (h, t) = ||hr +r −tr ||22 , where hr and tr is calculated as hr = hMr and tr = tMr respectively.
MR is the transform matrix from entity space to relation space.
Since TransR takes entities and relations on different spaces, it does not treat them similarly.
In this manner, it gets more semantic information about each of them. In the experimental results this can be seen. TransR does better link prediction compared to TransE on
Freebase[16] and WordNet[60] datasets.
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4.1.3

KG2E

KG2E[38], like TransE and TransR, also uses translation based method. However, it does not
use entity and relation vectors directly for representation. Instead, KG2E uses their Gaussian
distribution while both representing them and translating them. TransE and TransR on the
other hand, use deterministic vectors to embed entities and relations in a continuous space.
The entities and relations are modeled into a Gaussian distribution. The mean vector of
this distribution denotes the positions of the elements, and the covariance matrix is used
to denote the uncertainties of them. The notation of this representation is as follows: The
triplet (h, r, t) is shown as H, R, and T as the corresponding Gaussian distributions. They
calculated as H ∼ N(µh , Σh )(similar for R and T), where µ is the mean vector and Σ is the
covariance matrix.
The transformation is expressed as H − T, which is equal to the probability distribution Pe
of entities. Similarly we get the probability distribution, Pr for relations. The learning is
based on measuring the similarities between Pr and Pe . The scoring function is given in
Equation 4.3.

L=

X

X

(h,r,t)∈S

0
(h0 ,r,t0 )∈S(h,r,t)

0

[E(h, r, t) + γ − E(h0 , r 0 , t )]+

(4.3)

where E is the energy function to measure the similarities of Pe and Pr , and is given as:
E(h, r, t) = logE(Pe , Pr ) = logN(0; µe − µr , Σe + Σr )

(4.4)

In this manner KG2E also takes the uncertainties of entities and relations in to the calculation. This gives KG2E more information about the embeddings. The reported experimental
result shows that with WordNet and Freebase datasets KG2E has a better link prediction
accuracy than TransE and TransR.
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4.1.4

RotatE

RotatE[76] was proposed in 2019 and it uses translation based embedding similar to the
previous algorithms. RotatE differs from its predecessors in the way it calculates the distances between the embeddings, and in the way it creates negative samples. The objective
of RotatE is to keep t = h ◦ r, where |ri | = 1, and ◦ is the element-wise product operation.
The modulus of each element of the relation vector is constraint to 1. In this manner, ri is
kept in the form of eiθr,i . This means that r is rotating the head entity in clock-wise direction
in the complex plane, hence the name RotatE comes from. Since |ri | = 1, it only affects the
phase of the entity embedding, not the amplitude.
The distance function is defined as: dr (h, t) = ||h ◦ r − t||. This distance function is then
used in the following scoring function given in Equation 4.5 below.

L = −log σ (γ − dr (h − t)) −

n
X
1
i=1

k

log σ (dr (h0i , t0i ) − γ)

(4.5)

where γ is the margin, σ is the sigmoid function, and (h0i , r, t0i ) is the i-th negative triplet,
and k is the hidden size. RotatE also uses a new method for negative sampling. Instead
of just switching the head entity or tail entity with a random entry, they propose negative
sampling based on the probability distribution of the entities. The negative samples created
by the former method is inefficient in the sense that many samples that are created are
determined to be false immediately as the training takes place. In the new method, they
aim to achieve more logical negative samples that do not suffer from this problem. The
distribution function they used to create the negative samples is shown in Equation 4.6.

p(h0j , r, t0j |{(hi , ri , ti )})

exp αfr (h0j , t0j )
=P
0
0
i exp αfr (hj , tj )

where α is the temparature of sampling and is a hyper-parameter.
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(4.6)

4.1.5

SME

Semantic Matching Energy(SME)[17] was proposed in 2014 and it uses semantic matching
model to embed the entities in a KG. In this model, first the vector representations of
the elements of a triple is created, head embedding Eh , relation embedding, Er , and tail
embedding Et . Then, from these embeddings, two different embedding is created. First
embedding is created from the head entity and the relation, Elhs = glef t (Eh , Er ), and the
second embedding is created from the relation and the tail entity, Erhs = gright (Er , Et ). glef t
and gright are parametrized functions whose parameters are tuned during training. Two
different variations of these functions are used in SME: one of them is bilinear, which has
more parameters and the other is linear, resulting in two variations of SME. In our study,
we have used the bilinear, hence we shared the details of the bilinear version in the following
parts.
Elhs and Erhs are used to measure the semantic similarities and are calculated according to
Equation 4.7a and 4.7b respectively for bilinear version.

¯ 3 ErT )EhT + bTl
Elhs = glef t (Eh , Er ) = (Wl ×

(4.7a)

¯ 3 ErT )EtT + bTr
Erhs = gright (Et , Er ) = (Wr ×

(4.7b)

¯ 3 denotes vector-tensor product along the 3rd mode[50].
where W is weight, and b is bias. ×
T
The measurement is done through an energy function, E(h, r, t) = (Elhs
Erhs ). Overall scoring

function is given in Equation 4.8. From this equation the score for each triple is calculated
and the parameters for embedding function is tuned with respect to the gradient.

L=

X X

max(E(x) − E(x̃) + 1, 0)

(4.8)

x∈D x̃∼Q(x̃|x)

where D is the triple set sampled from the training set, and Q is the corrupt triple set.
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4.1.6

RESCAL

RESCAL[64] was proposed in 2011 and it mainly uses matrix factorization to embed the
entities and relations together. In RESCAL, entire KG is modeled as a three dimensional
tensor, X. A tensor entry (X)ijk = 1 denotes the fact that there is the triple (i-th entity,
k-th relation, j-th entity) in the KG. If a triple does not exist in the KG, the corresponding
slot in the tensor is marked with a zero.
Xk refers to the k-th slice of the tensor X. Each slice of the tensor can be approximated
using matrix-factorization as Equation 4.9 suggests.

Xk ≈ ARk AT ,

for k = 1, .....m

(4.9)

where A is the matrix representing the entities and Rk is the matrix representing the relation
for the k-th slice. The A and Rk matrices can be computed by solving the factorization
problem, which can be approximated using optimization techniques.
In the end, the matrix A and Rk can be used to represent different entities together. In
this sense, they can also be used to make link predictions for KG data. As an example, say
there is a class with 4 students in it. Two of these students were born in the same city.
The relation for the city is represented with the keyword ”born in”. Thus, there will exist
following two triples in the KG: <Bill, born in, Irvine> and <John, born in, Irvine>. If
the entity and relation matrices are calculated with the matrix factorization method, the
product aTBill Rborn in aIrvine will yield a similar value to aTJohn Rborn in aIrvine . In this manner,
RESCAL can be used for link prediction purposes as in the previous algorithms.
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4.2

Tuning the Hyper-Parameters of the Algorithms
for dL50a

The hyper-parameters such as the learning rate, the embedding dimension etc. affect the
performance of the algorithms. The authors of the algorithms tuned these hyper-parameters
for Freebase or WordNet datasets. However, when the structure of the dataset changes, the
hyper-parameters need to be tuned again. For this reason, we tuned the hyper parameters
for all of the algorithms with dL50a.
We divided the dataset into two parts for tuning. The first part contains 15% of the triples.
This portion is allocated for testing only. During the tuning of the hyper-parameters, this
portion was never shown to the algorithms. In this manner, we ensured that the test results
are not affected. The remaining 85% triples are used for 5-fold cross-validation. The tuning
is done by sweeping through different values for each hyper-parameters and compared the
resultant filtered mean rank value to select the best hyper-parameter value. For each value
of a hyper-parameter, 5-fold cross validation took place. In each iteration, we picked one fold
as the validation set and the remaining folds as the training set. This procedure repeated 5
times for each unique fold being the validation set. After the 5th repetition, the results are
averaged and recorded. Finally, the recorded values are compared for each hyper-parameter
and the value with the best result is picked.
Before sweeping through different values for each hyper-parameter the range must be selected. In order to select the ranges, we kept changing the hyper-parameter’s value in one
direction drastically, constantly increase and constantly decrease. For each value, we used
one fold for training and one fold for validation to see how the results are affected. If the
filtered mean rank kept increasing while changing the value of a parameter, this means we
do not need to sweep through after that point, since the results are not improving. In this
manner, we have decided on the cut-off points for each hyper-parameter for each algorithm
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and swept through the values in this range. The hyper-parameters for each of the algorithms, their sweeping ranges and the optimal values are given in Table 4.1. Hidden size
is the dimension used in the embedding space for the representations of entities and relations. Learning rate decides how much the weights will be adjusted based on the gradient
of the scoring function. Batch size refers to the number of training examples utilized in one
iteration.
HH

hp

HH
H

algo
HH
H

learning rate

hidden size

batch size

TransE

TransR

KG2E

RotatE

SME

RESCAL

0.01 → 0.1

0.01 → 0.1

0.001 → 0.01

0.0001 → 0.1

0.0005 → 0.1

0.01 → 0.1

pts = 50

pts = 50

pts = 50

pts = 100

pts = 300

pts = 50

opt = 0.0265

opt = 0.0375

opt = 0.0034

opt = 0.0011

opt = 0.0093

opt = 0.0688

5 → 30

5 → 30

1 → 50

1 → 64

1 → 50

1 → 32

pts = 26

pts = 26

pts = 50

pts = 64

pts = 50

pts = 32

opt = 12

opt1 = 8/14

opt = 15

opt = 20

opt = 19

opt = 5

50 → 256

50 → 256

50 → 500

40 → 256

50 → 500

50 → 256

pts = 50

pts = 50

pts = 100

pts = 60

pts = 200

pts = 50

opt = 66

opt = 58

opt = 340

opt = 175

opt = 54

opt = 79

HH

Table 4.1: Hyper-parameter Sweeping Ranges, the Number of Points in the Given Intervals
and the Resultant Optimal Values.

1

For TransR, since there are two different embedding space, entity and relation, there are also two hyperparameters for their dimensions. The first value is for the embedding space and the second is for relation
space.
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4.3

Experimental Results

After acquiring the optimal hyper-parameters for each of the algorithm, we trained each of
them for 200 epochs with a fixed margin of 1.0. There are 3 main metrics we used to evaluate
the results: mean rank, hits10, and hits5.

• Mean Rank:
Mean rank is the metric that shows the prediction accuracy of the trained algorithm.
It predicts a value for the missing information and tests it with the actual value. The
rank is incremented for each wrong prediction. For example, if the correct entity is
predicted in the 5th prediction, the rank will be 5. Then the rank values for all triples
are summed and averaged, hence the name mean rank.
One thing to note here is that, sometimes the algorithm makes a prediction from
the corrupt entities aka the negative samples. When this is the case, the result is
meaningless, since we already know that it is not the correct answer. For that reason,
we filter the rank values accordingly. In other words, if the predicted entity is from
the corrupt set, we do not increment the rank. This metric is called the filtered mean
rank. From this point, we will refer to filtered mean rank as mean rank.
• Hits10:
Hits10 is the metric that shows whether the prediction is successful in the first 10
predictions. The value given is the fraction of successful predictions to all of them.
For example, 0.30 hits10 means that, in 30% of the predictions, the algorithm has
successfully predicted the correct answer in the first 10 trials.
Similar to the mean rank, hits10 can also be filtered. Thus, exactly like mean rank
from this point we will refer filtered hits10 as hits10.
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• Hits5:
Hits5 is exactly the same as hits10, but this time it is for the first 5 predictions.
Filtering also applies to hits5 as well.

The results for each algorithm with these metrics are given in Table 4.2. They are also
visualized in a bar chart in Figure 4.1 and in Figure 4.2. We did not include the non-filtered
values in the Table, however, for comparison we included them in the figures.
HH

H
HH

algo

TransE

TransR

KG2E

RotatE

SME

RESCAL

mean rank

301.950

312.496

372.559

438.117

444.691

489.655

hits10

0.260

0.309

0.298

0.087

0.283

0.229

hits5

0.185

0.271

0.266

0.031

0.246

0.182

metric

H
HH

HH

Table 4.2: Experimental Results for 6 Algorithms

Figure 4.1: Mean Rank Values for Different Algorithms
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Figure 4.2: Hits10 and Hits5 Values for Different Algorithms

Based on the results we had, TransE has the lowest mean rank. This means, on the average,
for all predictions it did the best link prediction. On the other hand, TransR has the best
overall hits10 and hits5 rates. However, hits10 and hits5 only signifies the first predictions,
not the overall performance. For this reason, we elected to precede with TransE for the next
phase of the link prediction task.
The next phase of our study is to train the selected algorithm for many epochs and see the
predictions it makes for missing information in triples. In the next chapter we discussed the
experimental setting for this task and showed the results.
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Chapter 5
Link Predictions

In the previuos chapter, we saw that TransE has the best overall performance with our
dataset, dL50a. This time we will train TransE for many more iterations. In this manner,
the prediction accuracy increases, so that we can see accurate results in the link prediction
performance.
For training parameters we used the optimal hyper-parameters again (learning rate =
0.0265, hidden size = 12, batch size = 66). The margin is kept constant at 1.0. With
these paramters, we trained TransE with dL50a for 10,000 epochs.

5.1

Results

For the results, we first showed the metrics like mean rank and hits values. This time we
inluded hits3 and hits1 as well. Hits1 shows how accurate the algorithm in link prediction
in the first prediction. The metrics are showed in Table 5.1.
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Metric

Value, 10k

Value, 200

Mean Rank

308.709

301.950

Hits10

0.3595

0.309

Hits5

0.3165

0.271

Hits3

0.2715

NA

Hits1

0.15

NA

Table 5.1: Experimental Results for TransE After 10,000 Epochs and 200 Epochs

In Table 5.1, we see that mean rank increased compared to training for 200 epochs. This is
a result of overfitting. However, overfitting does not affect the first predictions. In fact, the
prediction accuracy increased with more training. This can observed from the results, when
the hits10 and hits5 values are compared for two different sets of training.
Overall, we got 15% accuracy for the first prediction. Some example predictions made by
the algorithm are shown in Table 5.2.
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1

2

INPUT(HEAD AND RELATION)

PREDICTED TAILS

<posewarp/conv2d 50>, <has activation>

relu, lrelu, linear,

Correct Tail = <tanh>

elu, sigmoid, tanh

<vgg19/conv2d 10>, <layer type>

conv2d

HITS
6

1

Correct Tail = <conv2d>
visual redactions/conv2d 37, visual redactions/batchnormalization 37,
3

<visual redactions/conv2d 37>, <has input>

resnet/batchnormalization 12, epinet/conv2d 10, resnet/conv2d 18,

Correct Tail = <visual redactions/add 10>

visual redactions/conv2d 15, resnet/conv2d 13, yolov2/concatenate,

10+

yolov2/conv2d 21, epinet/conv2d 15
4

<resnet/conv2d 20>, <has kernel size>

(3, 3), (1, 1)

2

Correct Tail = <(1,1)>
5

6

<resnet/loss>, <loss type>

wasserstein loss, binary crossentropy, f astnet/conv2d 4,

Correct Tail = <categorical crossentropy>

eve big cnn/conv2d, categorical crossentropy

<discogan/dropout 2>, <has rate>

0.5, resnet/add 13, 0.1, resnet/batchnormalization 45,

Correct Tail = <0.25>

resnet/conv2d 47, resnet/batchnormalization 44, 0.25

5

7

eve big cnn/optimizer, colorf ul/optimizer, pix2pix/loss,
(28, 28, 1), visual redactions/batchnormalization 11,
7

<cyclegan/optimizer>, <optimizer type>
epinet/batchnormalization 2, ocr/maxpooling2d 2,

10+

Correct Tail = <Adam>
f cnda/conv2d 20, f cnda/conv2d 17,
deblur gan/batchnormalization 4

Table 5.2: Tail Prediction Examples for dL50a

In Table 5.2, on the left column the inputs and the correct answers are given. In the second
column, the first 10 predictions made by TransE are listed. If the prediction is correct it is
shown with a bold text. Also, predictions made after the correct prediction are not shown.
On the right column the hit count is shown. This is the number of predictions TransE had
to make in order to get the correct answer.
Based on the results we can make the following comments:

• Prediction of the Correct Class
In the given examples, we can see that even if it does not get the answer in the first
prediction, it tries to predict it among the correct class. For example, in the first
example, the objective is to predict the loss type. Even though the first prediction is
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not the correct type, it is still trying to predict a loss type. Similar pattern can be
observed in the 6th example as well.
Although this is true for most cases, in some of them it jumps to another class, missing
the answer completely. This can be seen in the last example. Although the objective
is to predict the optimizer type, it tries to predict it among optimizers(not the types),
losses, layers etc. This causes it to miss-predict the answer each time.
• Data Property Prediction
In the 3rd example, we can see that the prediction for data properties also works. Even
though the value can be everything, it predicts from the most probable ones and gets
the correct answer.
• Conv2d Layer Prediction
In the 2nd example, we see that it gets the layer type in the first prediction. This can
be seen in other examples that was not included here. Whenever the layer type is 2D
convolution it predicts it with much higher accuracy than other layer types. The reason
behind this is 2D convolution is one of the most used layers in Deep Learning models.
Many of models are based on this layer. Thus, the more examples the algorithm
obtains, the easier it can predict it.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

In this study we aimed to eliminate any missing information on a given Deep Learning model.
The method we used was link prediction through knowledge graph embedding. We created a
new dataset, dL50a, that contains 50 unique Deep Learning model in their knowledge graph
representations. We used dL50a with 6 different knowledge graph embedding algorihtms and
compared the performances of each of them. In this manner, we selected the most promising
algorithm for extensive training with the dataset. In the end, we acquired the results for
link prediction and got 15% accuracy for prediction in the first trial, 27.15% accuracy in
the first three trials and 31.65% in the first five trials. We also observed that even though
the algorithm cannot find the exact answer, it makes predictions in the correct category of
information.
In the future, dL50a or an extended version of dL50a can be used to classify and cluster Deep
Learning models. Instead of embedding of the each entity, if the entire model is embedded
as a whole, classification will be possible. In this manner, a new search method can be
developed for Deep Learning models, or novelty detection would become possible.
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